
Responses from Marty McFadden      August 30th, 2021 
RE: My Candidacy for South Weber City Council 
 
Tell us a little bit about yourself.  
 
First and foremost: I love to serve others and I listen. I seek to find the best path forward regardless of 
what that direction needs to be. My wife and I have been happily married for 16 years and we have 4 
children from ages 12 to 3 years old. Most of our married life I have been in a role of mentor and 
leader to teenaged youth helping guide and teach them self-sufficiency in their physical, social, 
spiritual, and emotional areas of their lives. Several of my best friends are those with whom I worked 
when they were teenagers and now have become fantastic parents and professionals. I am a 
backpacker, cook, rock climber, canyoneer, artist and a true outdoorsman.  
 
Regarding my previous qualifications, I have served as a member of the Board of Directors for a non-
profit organization called The Wonderland Foundation that provides treatment and therapy to children 
with early childhood disorders. I have managed government airport property for both the Salt Lake 
City Department of Airports and the Port of Seattle. I have developed and managed annual operating 
budgets for organizations that are similar in size and scope as our city’s annual budget. I have 
developed a good rapport and worked with several cities, their citizens, and city staff throughout 
northern Utah in the Weber/Davis County and Cache Valley areas in developing their infrastructure 
and implementing their city’s’ development goals aligning their code specifications and general plans 
with both commercial and residential development plans. I understand the importance and need to 
preserve the historical value of areas where people live. In my professional career, I have been 
sustainably managing commercial real estate for over 15 years. 
 
Why did you decide to run for this position?  
 
I love South Weber and will be a part of this community for a long time; running for City Council 
office felt right and continues to feel right. I have a vested interest in helping make South Weber 
work for those who live in South Weber. I have a training, education, and background that gives 
me a high level of comfort in working on the issues presented to a City Council and I have a very 
people-minded personality. My solutions-oriented mentality gives me the ability to see not just 
city issues and problems but also a wide assortment of viable options that can bring synchrony to 
a wide range of interests.  
  
What do you think are some of the most pressing issues facing the city?  How would you like to 
handle them?  
 
I think some of the most pressing issues are the following:  
 

1- Water. We have farmers, businesses and residents with water rights, but will we have 
enough water in years to come? For several decades, the whole Wasatch Front has been 
experiencing a slow but collectively straining trend of aridification. Our existing water 
storage and distribution sources are slowly and incrementally shrinking. We as a city need 
to focus in on how to shore up additional local water storage and create our own levels of 
water certainty. Past conversations with Staker-Parsons about using a portion of their 



gravel pit for water storage need to be resurrected and accompanied with useful data on 
needs and potential ways to fulfill those needs, we could put together a mutually beneficial 
plan that brings more confidence and sustainability to our water insecurity. 
 

2- Property Taxes. Assessment and collection of property taxes are an incredibly efficient and 
mostly equitable method of collectively paying for our city’s infrastructure development 
and maintenance costs. We as a city expect many of the same elements that help us live 
comfortable and productive lives, well-maintained roads, safe drinking water, adequate 
water pressure, well-lit roads, responsive and appropriate law enforcement, emergency 
and fire service, high-speed internet service at competitive rates, etc. What about any 
elective elements that improve the quality of living of all of us, like a much needed, already 
planned, but indefinitely postponed trail system? Just the basic needed elements of 
physical infrastructure will continue to rise in costs. As the physical infrastructure ages, and 
demand and competition for services continues to increase both inside our town and in 
surrounding communities, elective improvements will be harder to justify. Without an 
adequate commercial tax base that provides a much higher tax rate per acre plus the 
addition of sales tax, the tax burden of meeting the city’s escalating infrastructure costs will 
continue to drive up the residential tax rate. Attracting a more robust commercial footprint 
on the edges of our community and doing it intentionally with the goal of providing safer 
paths for pedestrians and cyclists, with ample green space, and with better design 
standards to match our city’s look, we could put in place a sustainable buffer to rising 
property taxes and positively accentuate the entrances to our city. Commercial properties 
are hard-pressed to come to South Weber right now because of the low traffic numbers 
that drive their business decisions. Giving commercial development an incentive either 
through a 3-year tax increment incentive, or by helping subsidize the commercial tenant 
rents for a few years until the businesses have stabilized will help attract good commercial 
services and providers to our city that would contribute more effectively to our tax burden 
and that otherwise would not consider South Weber. 
 

3- Parks and Public Facilities. We have positive momentum with the expansion plans of the 
Canyon Meadows Park including the additions of a new mountain bike course, basketball 
court, and pickleball courts. These are going to be great community additions. There is a 
whole list of additional amenities citizens of our city are looking for to improve their quality 
of life that we could explore providing throughout our city with the right methods of 
funding and planning.  

  
What are some of the things you would like to achieve in your time in office?  
 
Get a splashpad approved for somewhere in our city, define a future development plan for the 
Stake-Parsons gravel pit including but not limited to a new local water storage pond, reduce the 
rising pressure on residential property tax, attract more locally appropriate commercial property 
development. 
  



What is your vision for the future of South Weber?  
 
To maintain the safe, kid-friendly community, to maintain the water security of those 
stakeholders of our community, to continue to focus on solutions to keep residential property 
taxes sustainable, and to provide more public amenities to increase the active, healthy, quality of 
life for everyone in our city of South Weber. 
 
Why should people vote for you?  
 
I listen. I love to serve other people. I passionately go to work in determining if something can be 
done. And I have the skills and knowledge to identify and articulate sustainable solutions. 
 
What else would you like your voters to know? 
 

I love rollerblading and roller hockey. 


